0830-0915
Continental Breakfast, Waterway Hall

0915 ~ WELCOME
Andrew Zachar (AM), Bombardier Aero Symposium Chairman

0925-0945
Exploration Place Special Projects
Laurel Zhang, Exploration Place, Director of Special Projects

0945-1015
“Space Shuttle Entry Navigation”
Steve Carothers, Bombardier Aero

1015-1025
“Flight Test Safety Committee Update”
Maurice Girard (F), Bombardier Aero

1025-1035 COFFEE BREAK

1035-1105
“Boeing T-X: From Firm Concept to Flight Test in 3 Years”
Dan Draeger (AF), Boeing

1105-1135
“Flapping Wing Flight”
Lionel Alford (AF), Textron Aviation

1135-1145
Presentation of the Scott R. Foster Award

1145-1215 LUNCH

1215-1300
Kansas Aviation Museum
Teresa Day, KAM Interim Executive

1300-1310
SETP STEM Outreach
David Marten (M) Bombardier Aero

1310-1340
“Advanced F15 Flight Control Development: Feedback vs Feed Forward Flight Controls”
Matthew P Giese (M), Sankalp Bhan, Boeing

1340-1410
“On The Way To Zero-Zero – Almost There!”
Mark Schlegel (F), Bombardier Aero

1410-1420 COFFEE BREAK

1420-1450
“High Altitude Stall Testing in Jet Transport Aircraft”
Steve Stowe (AF), Aerospace Testing Engineering & Certification LLC

1450-1520
“The Opportunities of the Challenges”
Mike Carriker (F), Boeing (ret.)

1520-1530
SETP: State of the Section
Andrew Fickling (AM), Bombardier Aero

1530-1615
“Proactive Fatigue Risk Management”
Dr. Daniel Mollicone

1615-1630
SETP: State of the Society
Maurice Girard (F), Bombardier Aero

1630-1640
Presentation of Lloyd C. Stearman Award
Andrew Zachar (AM), Bombardier Aero

1640-1800
NO HOST SOCIAL HOUR
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THE SOCIETY OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST PILOTS
CENTRAL SECTION SYMPOSIUM
19 April 2019

WELCOME
It is my pleasure to welcome all Members and guests to the Central Section Symposium of The Society of Experimental Test Pilots.

Andrew Zachar  
Symposium Chairman

Exploration Place  
Wichita, Kansas